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Preface
I an fortunate to have been a student on the honors program at
Ball statl;: Teachers College during ll\Y four years as an undergraduate.
As

8

senior in the honors program I have worked on an independent

research project in the area of the American short story.

I know that

the lessons I have learned as a result of having done this research
will be invaluable to me when I do ll\Y" graduate work.
I believe this thesis would be no more complete without a dedication th.an a majestic ocean liner would be complete without an
official christening.

I am dedicating this senior thesis, therefore,

to Profes,sor Alfred H. Marks, without whose patient guidance and
scholarly advice on technical matters I could not have completed my
study of the short story.
The Author

Hy central objective in this paper is to describe one theory
of the dovelopment of the short story in America.

I shall call this

theory the Poe-Matthews theory, because it is dependent upon Edgar
Allan

p~~ts

criticism of Nathaniel Hawthorne's tales and seemingly

upon Professor Bramer Matthews' belief that the "short-story" for
which Poe defined the laws is categorically different from other
classes I)f tales.
Ma~{

story.

people have called Poe the father of the American short

'rhose who make this statement do so on the basis of several

unstated assumptions, some of which they often incorporate into
their major contentions.

These people imply 1) that the American

short stl)Ijl is peculiar, distinct from European tales, 2) that Poe's
stories are essentially different from those of Irving and Hawthorne,
and 3) that a type of literature has no right to exist until its
rules have been defined.

As I develop the history of this theory by

turning to critics and literary historians who have advanced it, I
will also refer from time to time to critics who do not adhere to
the Poe-Hatthews position.

This second group of critics cannot be

easily categorized as accepting a number of principles in common;
these critics seem to be in unanimous agreement only in accepting the
tenet that short stories and tales may be classed together because
they are all pieces of short prose fiction.

The chief difference

between this position and the theory to be studied in this paper is
that Poe, Matthews, and their followers have established criteria to
distinguish between short stories and other types of short prose
narrati ves •

- 2 The format of this thesis will be a chronological study of criticism of t,he American short story, and particularly of that area of
criticism which shows evidence of the direct or indirect influence of
Poe and

M~ltthews.

Before examining the Poe-Matthews theory, however,

I would like to point out some of the early usages of the term short
story.
The earliest writers and critics of the short prose narrative in
America used the term tale to describe it.

Washington Irving was per-

haps the first American to discuss a philosophy of short story structure.

In a letter to Henry Brevoort, dated December 11, l82L, Irving

wrote:
F'or my part I consider a story merely as a frame on
which to stretch my materials. It is the play of'
thou~ght, and sentiment and language; the weaving in
of characters, lightly yet expressively delineat(ld; and
the half concealed vein of humour that is often playing throughout the whole--these are among wh9t I aim at,
and upon which I felicitate myself in proportion as I
think I succeed.l
We note t,hat Irving does call it a story rather than a tale, but he
says nothing which makes us believe he had in mind a new or distinct
literary genre.

He certainly does not indi~te that a story should

provide a unified central effect.

A statement distinguishing the novel from the tale appeared in
Bryant's New York Review in 1825 in a review of National Tales.

As

he contrasted these two forms of literature, the writer said that
"tales ••• do not call for as much development of ch9racter and fullness
of description and dialogue, but they do require greater vivacity of

."

A..

1 Geor ge S. Hellman. Was hin[ton Irv~g, Esquire (New York: Alfred
Knopf, 1925), pp. 170-171.

- 3 narration, and more point and polish of style.,,2 We do not find the
writer of this review using the term

shor~

story, but he does seem

to realize what today seems obvious--a short piece of fiction requires
more compression than a long work.
Edgar A.llan Poe, whose short stories and critical writings about
tales wiE concern us more exclusively later in this paper, recognized
a distinc·~ion between the novel and the tale as early as 1836.

When

Poe, as editor of the Messenger, reviewed some short sketches of
Dickens, 'ne said that "unity of effectl1 is indispensable to the "brief
article l1 , although a novel need not have a unified effect. 3
As we will show later in this paper, many people have called Poe
the originator of the American short story.
term

shor~

story.

Yet Poe never used the

When he wrote his review of Hawthorne's Twice-Told

Tal~_, a study first published in Graham's. Nagazine in l8L2, he talked

abou·t "tales ll and "short prose narratives".

Fred Lewis Pattee has

remarked:
The terms persisted almost to our own times. Scribner's
Monthly, for instance, in the early 'seventies, reviewed
I1rs. Skagg's Husbands, as 'lively sketches', Coupon Bonds
and Other Stories, as 'clever sketches', and Marjorie Daw
and-other People, as distinctive 'short prose tales'.
HowEills reviewed 'l'1arjorie Daw', as a 'Sketch'.4
According to these critics the short story has no special designation.
Essential to our study of the Poe-Matthews theory will. be the resolution of amy semantic difficulties which arise from thE! use of the term

2 WHliam Charvat. The Origins of American Criti(}al Thought:
l8l0-lg3~; (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1936),
p.l~-

3 Fred Lewis Pattee. The Develo ment of the American Short Story
(New York and London: Harper and Brothers .i:"ublishers, 1923 , p. 134.
L Ibid., p. 291.

- 4Pattee remarks that Rufus W. Griswold's The Prose Writers of
America (11147)
must "be counted as containing the first formal recognition
of the tale as a unique literary evolution in America, and
the first attempt--short and fragmentary, it is true-t.oward the history of the formS
Those who regard the tale as categorically different from the short
story may not accept Pattee's statement about Griswold's contribution,
but this study should at least be noted as a milestone in the development of short fiction in America.
A.s

WEl

move ahead in our chronological study of short story crit-

icism in America, we will now study Poe's theory of the short story.
His theory is embodied largely in the critique of Hawthorne's TwiceTold Tale:~, published in Graham's in two of its 1842 issues.

Poe's

revision I:>f his Hawthorne essay, in which he altered his earlier
opini.on about Hawthorne's being or iginal, was first published in Godey' s
for November, 1847.

Poe stated in this revised essay:

The tale proper, in my opinion, affords unquestionably
the fairest field for the exercise of the loftiest talent,
which can be afforded by the wide domains of mere prose ••••
I need only here say ••• that, in almost all classes of
com~osition, the unity of effect or impression is a point
of the greatest importance. It is clear, moreOVE!r, that
this unity cannot be thoroughly preserved in productions
whose perusal cannot be completed in one sitting.6
Two ;9spec:ts of Poe's theory are made clear in this passage: a tale
must be unified and it must be brief.

Poe may have been the first

American to make the written statement that a tale must be brief, but
the truth of the statement is so obvious that Poe cannot be said to

5 DJid., p. 147.
6 Edgar Allan Poe, I1Nathaniel Hawthorne, II Liter~~~ritic~~
(Boston: The Page Company, Publishers, 1856), p. 115.

- 5have founded a school of literature on the strength
that what is short must be short.

~f

having stated

Again, he may have been the first

writer to call attention to unity as a sine qua non for short fiction,
but we need turn no further than to Hawthornels Young Goodman Brown
to realiZE' a sbort story may be unified wi thout having its unity
eJq)licitly declared.
Many critics say Poe was the first writer to demand that stories
have a prE!concei ved effect.

Poe stated this principle in the follow-

ing passage from the Hawthorne essay:
A skilful literary artist has constructed a tale. If
wise:, he has not fashioned his thoughts to accomodate his
incidents; but having conceived, wit h deliberate care, a
certain unique or single effect to be wrought out, he then
invert ts such incidents--hethen combines such eve;1ts as
may best aid him--establishing this preconceived effect.
If his very initial sentence tend not to the outbr1:nging
of this effect, then he has failed in his first s-tep. In
the ~1hole composition there should be no word written, of
which the tendency, direct or indirect, is not to the one
pre-c~stablished design.7

Many American writers produced short prose na rrati ves between the
time Poe l-1rote his Hawthorne essay and 1885, but no one during that
period seems to have made a special effort to follow tl1e principles
of Poels criticism.
Poe believed that truth is often the aim of the tale. 8

It is

unfortunate that he did not specify exactly what he me,ant when he
used the ,abstract term "truthll.

I doubt that by this he meant the

use of a moral in a tale, for he rejected the didacticism he found in
some of Hawthorne's work.

Unless we

d~

know what meaning he intended

truth to have, however, we cannot discover whether he used the prin7 Ibid., p. 117.

8 Ib id ., p. 117.

- 6 ciple in bis own writings.
Poel s, final position in the development of the American short
story has never been conclusively established.

If Poe was really

the father of the American short story, it seems likely that he
would havE: claimed some credit for himself.
thorne's atility in the creation of tales.

Yet Poe recognized HawIn his essay about the

Twice-Told Tales, Poe remarked, ", Dr. Heidegger' s Experiment I is
exceedingly well imagined, and executed with surpassing ability.
artist breathes in every line ofit.n9

'rhe

This passage does not prove,

of course, that Poe did not originate the American short story, but it
at least raises a question about Hawthorne's comparable position in the
development of this form.
Poe continues, in the same essay, that in Hawthornels "The Hollow
of the Three Hills": "Not only is all done that should be done, but
(what perhaps is an end with more difficulty attained) there is nothing
done which should not be.
which dOE!S not tell." 10

Every word tells, and there is not a word
This is a significant statemEmt in the history

of the short story, for it reveals that Poe was aware that Hawthorne l s
work possessed unified effect, a quality which Poe--and many other
critics from Brander Hatthews onward--considersessential to the short
prose narrative.

Some who give Poe credit for having created the first

modern short story call attentbn to his cons cious ability to achieve
unity of effect.

We can see, however, that Poe explicitly claimed no

such distinction for himself.
of his contemporary, Hawthorne.

9 Ibid., p. 121.
10 !bld., p. 121.

He recognized this quality in the work

- 7Poe explained another aspect of his theory in "The Philosophy of
Composition", in which he wrote:
Nc,thing is more clear than that every plot, worth the
name, must be elaborated to its denouement before~nything
be atiteD;:lted with the pen. It is only with the denouement
eonstiantly in view that we can give a plot its indispensablel air of consequence, or causation, by making the
incidents, and especially the tone at all points, tend to
the development of the intention .11
We will discover that this principle was used by later critics when
they alligned themselves to Poe's theory.
A possible explanation for the critics being reluctant to adopt
Poe's theory is that Poe did not acquire a favorable reputation as a
writer and critic of short stories until he had been dead for several
years.

Rafus W. Griswold, to whom we have already referred, was the

executor of Poe's will and an early biographer.
legends which made Poe appear almost amoral.

He started some of the

Many early readers and

critics, unable to separate the man--even legends of the man--from the
work, did not think Poe had greatly influenced the course of

~erican

literature.
Perhaps the earliest written use of the term s hart story appeared
in The Edinburgh Review for April, 1858, in an article about Poe.

I

have found the following statement in that article: "We had marked, as
worthy of' extract, a short story, entitled 'The Cask of Amontillado';
but we are obliged to content Durselves with merely recommending it to
the readE!r's notice .,,12

I have no evidence, however, that the writer

11 Edgar Allan Poe, "'fhe Philosophy of Composition," The Complete
Works of Edgar Allan Poe (James A. Harrison, ed.) XIV, Essays and
Miscellanies New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Company, Publishers,
1902), p. 193.
12 "Edgar Allan Poe," The Edinburgh iteview (April, 1858), p. 22L.

- 8 of the article intended to use the term in any generic sens e.

It is

more likely that the writer meant to designate Poe's "The Cask of
Amontillado" as a story which is short rather than as a special and
distinct type of fiction.
A collection of tales published in 1861 was called Short Stories
for Leisure Hours.

This is the earliest collection I have discovered

in which the term short stories has been incorporated into the title.
A collection entitled Short Stories for Spare IvIoments was published in
1-369.

These stories had been selected from Lippincott's 'hagazine.

The

second series was published later that year, and the third series was
publlshed in 1870.
At this time no one had given credit to Poe's essay on Hawthorne
as being the

found~tion

of short story criticism in America, but in the

1860's some people who studied Poe's works began to break away from the
Griswold tradition which placed great emphasis upon Poe's tragic personal life.

James Russell Lowell gave Poe's writing some restrained

praise, but John Pendleton Kennedy, the Baltimore novelist, was
apparently one of the first Americans to recognize Poe's literary
excellence.

In a letter dated April 13, 1869, and addressed to G. W.

Fahnestock, who had sent him a

da~uerreotype

of Poe, Kennedy said:

"In h.is s:?ecial department of thought, our country has produced no poet
or pros e "wri ter superior to him--indeed, I think, none equal to him. tl13
This is effusive, uncritical praise which does not give any hint that
Poe some how originated the s hart story.
Fredl3rick B. Perkins used the term twice in his la77 volume,
13 \{:Llliam S. Osborne, "Kennedy on Poe: An rJnpublished Letter,"
}lodern Language Notes (January, 1960), p. 17.

- 9 Devil-Puz:zlers.

Perkins remarked,

I think highly of the art of wri ting short stories. T1y
idea is that a good short story possesses all the merits
of a long one, and others of its own besides .14

This excerpt from Perkins's book does not indicate tha t the writer had
been influenced by Poe.

Because his usage of the term short story

involves its comparison to long stories, Perkins probably used the
sole criterion of length, rather than other considerBtions, when he
called his tales "short stories".
The term short story had gained currency by 1880.

But Pattee has

pointed out that according to some critics of this period the short
story form was not looked at as a high form. of literary production.
Pattee wrote:
As late as 1880 Scribner's Monthly could say of one of
Bret rfarte's creations: 'Short story though it be, it is
an honor to American literature,' and seven years later
the editor of The Critic could make the generalization,
'As a rule the short story is produced in youth, while
the novel is a product of experience.'lS
George E. T,voodberry is considered by many critics to be the best
nineteenth-century biographer of Poe.

Yet in his 188;: biography Wood-

berry referred to Poe's short prose narratives as "tales".

Perhaps

Woodberry did not realize that in s:>me literary circlES the term short
story was gaining currency.16
Baudelaire translated Poe's writings into French, and indeed he
made Poe a greater literary figure in France than in his native country.
But I have found no indication that Baudelaire or any of his French contemporari.es gave Poe credit for originating the American short story.
14 Pattee, The Development of the American Short Story, p. 292.
lS Ibid., p. 292.
16 George E. Woodberry. Edgar Allan Poe (Boston and New York:
Houghton Nifflin Company, 1885).

- 10 It was Professor Brander Matthews, an American, who seems to have
first called attention to the significance of Poels theory.

The

following passage is an excerpt from an essay entitled liThe Philosophy of the Short-story, tI written by J.VIatthews, and printed originally
in Lippinc()ttts Magazine for October, 1885:
A short-story deals with a single character, a single
event, a single emotion, or the series of emotions called
forth by a single situation •••• The short-story is the
single effect, complete and self-contained, while the
novel is of necessity broken into a series of episodes.
Thus the short-story has, what the novel cannot have, the
effect of I totality' , as Poe called it, 'the unity of
impression' .17
We will soon discover that Eatthews l essay influenced later American
critics tc- try to differentiate between short stories

~md

tales which

merely happen to be extended to volume length.
The Elffect of Matthews' essay was not immediately noticeable.
Betteny

~Ide

G. T.

the following statement in the preface to Tales of Adven-

tur~~,ery and Ima&~nation (London, 1890): as a short story writer

Poe had "originality, ingenuity, invention, imagination, power over the
emotions, graphic characterization, analytic and constructive skill.,,18
Bettany's praise is certainly generous, but it does not seem to spring
from the ideas which Matthews had advanced five yeers earlier.

Poole's

Index, incidentally, did not include a separate entry for "short stories"
un til its 1892-1896 volume.
Charity Dye, who was a teacher of English in a high school in
Indianape,lis , added a new element to the body of critical theory about
17 Clayton Hamil ton. The Art of i'iction (New York: Doubleday,
Doran & C:omp any , Inc., 1939), pp. 242-243.
18 Dudley R. Hutcherson, ItPoe I s Reputation in England and America,
1850-1909, II American Literature (November, 1942), p. 223.

- 11 the short story when she wrote, in 1898:
The latest development in the story-teller's art is the
artistic short story. It was one of our own countrymen,
Edgar Allan Poe, who founded the school of the artistic
short story. The French were the first to discover this
and to apply Poe's rules as laid down in his essay, ' The
Philosophy of Composition' .19
Hiss Dye E!mbraces, at least in part, the theory that Natthews had
begun to develop in 188,.

It is in the Hawthorne essay, of course,

and n!)t in liThe Philosophy of Composition", that most ()f the points of
Poe's cri'tiical doctrine of the short story may be found.
Albert H. Tolman may have been the first critic to demonstrate
the direct influence of }latthews.

In his article ''Was Poe Accurate?"

which was first printed in The Dial for Harch 16, 1899, Tolman said
that in m;:my areas of literature, including "the short-story of atmosphere", Poe was lithe first that ever burst/Into that silent sea .11 20
Tolman's use of the term "short-story" indicates that he was very
likely aware of Hatthews' criticism of the geI1I'e, because no one before
Natthews had apparently hyphenated the term.

Tolman seems to believe

that Poe was the originator, if not of the entire short story genre, at
least of the short story of atmosphere; no one earlier had made so
imposing a statement.
Bliss Perry was the first critic to admit the influence of the
Natthews theory.

In his 1902 book, A Study of Prose Fiction, Perry

wrote:
Professor Matthews is surely right in holding that there
is a difference /between the short story and other farms of
tbe tal~. It issafer to tra ce it, however, not in the

19 Charity Dye. The Story-Teller's Art: A Guide to the Elementary
Study of !iction (Boston: Ginn and Company, Publishers, 1898), p. 19.
20 .A~bert H. Tolman, "Was Foe Accurate?" The Views about Hamlet
and Other Essays (Eoston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin and Company,

1906), p., 403.

- 12 characteristics ~f this modern work, every feature of
which can easily be paralleled in prehistoric myths, but
rather in the attitude of the contemporary short stary
writer toward his material, and in his conscious effort
to achieve under certain conditions a certain effect.
And no one has defined this conscious attitude and aim
so clearly as Edgar Allan Poe.2l
Perry reveals that he has been influenced by Matthews when he calls
attentior. to the importance of central effect in Poe I s stories, an
attributE! apparently so significant that its existenCE! separates Poe IS
stories from earlier tales.

Perry expands upon the l'-1atthews theory

by indicE:ting that the attitude of modern writers differs from that
of their predecessors.
Hhen Richard Burton wrote Literary Leaders of America in 1903,
he said that in some ways Poe was
the creator of the modern short story. It would not be
true to say that Poe founded the short story, for Washington Irving ••• and Dickens wrote them before him; but
Poe set his seal upon certain categories of the tale,
and he has never been surpassed, indeed, has never been
equ.31ed, within his particular preserves. His position
therefore in the history of the general evolution of the
fiction of our tongue is an important one .22
If Burton is intend ing to emphasize the word "modern", then perhaps
he is offering a basis for distinction between Poe's short stories
and Irving's tales.

Uthough Burton does attempt to differentiate

between Poe's ·modern ll stories and the tales of Irving and Dickens,
he i.s not clearly under the critical influence of Brander Matthews.
Clayton Hamilton's philosophy of the American short story was
apparently influenced by :t-IattherN's.

In his study of the short story,

21 Bliss Perry. A Study of Prose Fiction (Boston and ?lew York:
Houghton Niff lin Company, 1902), pp. 303-304.
22 Richard Burton. Literary Leaders of America (New York: The
Chautauqua Press, 1903), pp. 92-93.

- 13 printed fi;rst in Bookman for February, 190L, and later published in
Reader for February, 1906, Ha'llilton wrote, "The aim of a short-story
is to produce a single narrative effect with the greatest economy of
means that is consistent with the utmost emphasis .,,23 We note that
Hamilton writes the term "s hort-storyll.

This may be evidence of the

effect of Professor Matthews on literary criticism of the

e~rly

twenti-

eth centur'y, though it is also possible that liamilton wrote Itshort-story"
arbitrarily without wishing to give any special designation to the
hyphenated term.

Hamilton's definition of the aim of

really a paraphrase of Poe.

H

short story is

Since he does not say he ts talking

about one kind of short story rather than about the entire field of
the short story form, we may assume that he is prescribing the "single
narrative effect" as a requirement of all short stories.

Hamil ton's

definition would possibly exclude some of Irving's tales from the field
of the short story.
Brander Matthews made another statement about Poe's relation to
the sh::lrt story when he wrote, in 1907: "It was Poe who first pointed
out that the short-story has a right to exist, and that it is essentially dHferent in its aim from the tale which merely chances not to
be prolonged. n2L
Matt.hews explained the development of the short story in the
followint; way:
It is in France and in the United States ••• that we
fin,t find the true short-story; and we do not find it
23 Clayton Hamil ton. A. 11anua 1 of the Art of Fiction (':~rde n City,
New York:: Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., 1928), p. 177.
24 Brander Iv~atthews. The Short story: Specimens Tllustrating Its
Developm,mt (New York: American Book Company, 1907), p-:-J4.

- lit until the second quarter of the nineteenth century •••.
In the United States, ~awthorne and Poe had a predecI,ssor in Irving, whose delightful tales lack only a
more vigorous restraint to be accepted as the earli.est
models of the short-story. In fact, it is only when we
draw up a narrowly rigid definition of the form that we
are forced to exclude Irving from the list of its originators .,25
Hatthews does n:lt lack a basic understanding of the history of short
prose fict:t.on.

He admits that he must use a specialized definition

of s hart s::;ory to exclude Irving from the list of early writers in the
form.

It is in their specificity in defining the rules of the short

story that Matthews' statements ab:lut short prose fiction can be said
to comprise a theory, and not just a set of haphazard beliefs.
~r.

D. Howells wrote in the "Editor's Study" of !!arper' 5 rC;onthly

Hagazine for January, 1909:

It was in America that the s hart prose story, as we
understand it, was first developed, a little before the
middl e of the nineteenth century, when we had very little
to show in the field of imaginative literature •••• Irving's
work is hardly to be reckoned in any treatment of the
:short story; it consists rather of sketches. It is to
Poe ~Ind Hawthorne tha t we must look for represen tclti va
examples.26
Howells dismisses Irving without any explanation other than the statement that Irving's prose works are "sketches".

Even Mc'3tthews admits

that only a rigid definition of short story permits the exclusion of
s:Jme of Irving's tales from the province of short stories.

Whereas

}fatthews ';;as aware of nineteenth-century literary activity in France,
Howells demonstrates no such awareness.

If he had in mind some narrow

definition which wruld exclude the work of such French writers as
25 Ibid., pp. 22-23.
26 "Editor's Study!!, Harper's Monthly Magazine, Ci.."VIII (January,
1909), p. 321.

- 15 Balzac and Merimee, he did not present such a definition.

Howells's

belief thai; Hawthorne aoo Poe wrote the first short stories may have
developed from the influence of Matthews I philosophy of the "shortstory."
Howells continued, "Poe did not invent the American short story,
but only a ki..rld of it which was worthy of consideration. ,,27
not sp ecify the "kind" of s tory he has in mind.

He does

If he is referring to

the detective story, a good deal of critical opinion wi+l support him.
Benjamin A. Heydrick, a high school teacher, was possibly a disciple of

~~tthews,

for he wrote in 1913:

In the literary history of the last half of the nineteenth century, one of the most significant facts is the
development of the s hart story. This does not mean that
there were no short stories before that date •••• But
towards the middle of the nineteenth century the prose
s hor·~ story appears as a definite, recogn ized type •••• 2
If this statement falls into a pattern with many other explanations of
the short story's development, Heydrick must have reference to Poe's
essay on the Twice-Told Tales, for that is the only major American
criticism of the short story written in the first half of the nineteent.h century.

An important aspect of Heydrick's statement is that he

does grant the existence of short stories before the form was defined.
Henry S. Canby stated in 1913 that Poe's type of short story "was
really

nE!W

only in technique .,,29

Canby believed tha t this technique

was involved with Poe's ability to utilize effectively an old principle
27 Ibid., p. 322.
28 13enjamin A. Heydrick. Types of the Short Story (Chicago and New
York: SC1)tt, Foresman and Company, 1913), p. 9.
29 Henry Seidel Canby. A Study of the Short Story (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1913), p. 33.

- 16 of the prose narrative, suspense.
tribution b

Canby's explanation of Poe's con-

the American short story does not exhibit the direct

influence of Brander Natthews.
James Cooper Lawrence, writing the article entitled "A Theory of
the Short Story" in the North American Review for February, 1917,
expressed the belief that modern stories differ only v1srbally from
medieval tales.

He wrote:

The only development that can be traced i8 not an
impr,:)vement in any distinctive essential of the art of
story-telling, but is merely a general development in
the knowledge of words and the ability to use them, which
affects the framing of wills and the formulation of
official documents much more than it does the telling
of tales .30
In

aT'~

effort to verify his claim th9. t the short story was not first

invented in the nineteenth century, Lawrence also listed and discussed
several so-called short stories for Iteffectl! which were written
before Poe began his career.

The story which Burger used in his

ballad of Leoore, for exanple, is found in many of the cruntries of
West.~rn

~:Urope.

Other examples of early stories for effect include

tales made popular by Boccaccio and his imi tators, the Gennanic ballad
of Tannh~~ser, and the old English ballad of Lord Randall.31
J. Berg Esenwein, editor of Lippincott's ?·1onthly Magazine, revealed
his possible indebtedness to Matthews when he wrote in 1918:
Though more or less perfect short-stories had been producEld at intervals for many centuries, Poe's keen criticism incited many to follow Irving, Hawthorne, and the
cri 1jic himself, thus originating a distinctive type of

30 .Tames Lawrence Cooper, "A Theory of the Short Story, II North
American Review, CCV (February, 1917), p. 279.
-31 ~[bid., p. 284.

- 17 Ameriean short-story.32
Esenwein differs from Howells by including Irving among the early
developers of the short story in America.

But Esenwein does not

indicate exactly what kind of short story Poe originated, unless we
are willing to grant that his stories were different from those of
other countries simply because they were written in America.

Esen-

wein has adopted the Hatthews convention of writing "short-storylt.
Hobert L. Ramsay made the following explanation of the genesis of
the short story in his Short Stories of America (1921):
Tt:,e American short story, although something very like
invented independently in France at about the same
time, was borrowed from nowhere. It was Poe, the most
genuinely original of American writers, who took the
leisurely old tale, unregulated and unrestrained, that
had been handed down from time irnr.1emorial, and gave it
'W1ity, the definition, and the concentration too t turned
it into the modern short starY.33
it

Wi'S

Rams ay did not use the Hatthews convention of writing "short-storylt,
but his st.atement of the requirements of modern short stories reveals
his alliance with Matthews' philosophy.
William J. Long stated, in a high school American literature
text written in 1923:
Certain critics regard the Short-story (written wit h
capital and hyphen) as a dis tinct, modern type of literature, differing in structure and essentials from a short
romance or a short novel. Its chief characteristics are
'ingenuity, originality and cOIll'ression.' Host of these
critics regard Poe, rather than Irving, as the discoverer
of this type .34
I have not been able to discover who was the first critic to write
32 J. Berg Esenwein. ;,.[ri ting the Short-Story (:~ew York: Hinds,
Hayden & Eldridge, Inc., 1918), p. 9.
33 Robert L. Ramsay. Short Stories of America (Boston: Houghton
Eifflin Company, 1921), p. l.
34 William J. Long. _~erican Literature (Boston: Ginn and Company,
1923), p. 235.

- 18 "Short-story".

Although Long does not say he agrees with the "certain

crit.ics", he does indicate his awareness of the Poe-Matthews theory.
It ,appears that Fred Pattee did not hold the Hatthews philosopby
of the short story, for he wrote at the outset of his 1923 study, "The
American short story began in 1819 with Washington Irving .1135

Pattee

made a clear statement of his attitude toward the theory that Poe originated the short story when he wrote, again in the 1923 text:
It bas been asserted often that Poe invented the American short story, that deliberately he manufactured a new
genre and presented to the world for the first time a
unique literary form. The assertion is wrong. 'rhe short
story of the modern type had been evolving with definiteness for two decades. Irving had elaborated the legendary
sketch and the tale of romantic incident; the Western
group had brought prominently forth the romantic historical episode and at times had touched it with realism;
Hawijhorne had presented tales of intense moral situations
and had added a symbolism all of his own; and Poe had
addEld impressionism and 'unity and totality of effect' .3 6
This statement, taking as its initial premise the evolution rather
than the sudden invention of the short story form, emphasizes the
contribut.ions that each writer had made to a form that had already
existed.

Pattee differed from Hatthews in his treatment of Poe's

contribut,ion.

vlhereas Matthews had recognized in Poe's theory and

literary production a new form of fiction, Pattee granted Poe his
achievements but contended that Poe was building on a foundation
already laid, rather than laying his own foundation.
Katharine Fullerton Gerould, in her study of the

.~erican

short

story published in Yale Review for July, 1924, went back historically
even beyond the European legends and tales which James Cooper Lawrence
35 Pattee, The Development of the American Short Storl, p. 1.
36 ! bid., p. ILl.

- 19 had mentioned, when she said The Bible may be a source of short stories:
'rechnically speaking, some of the earliest and greatest
narratives we possess--I mean the narratives of the G}d
Testament--are short stories, in every subtle detail of
form and scope. The last verses of the ninth chapter of
II Kings compose into a great short story. The fifth
chapter of Daniel ••• is a t,Teat short sbry. So is the
fourth chapter of Judges, and so is the thirty-sevent h
chapter of Gene sis .37
Her approach to describing .,hat may be a short story does not siDw
any evidElnce of influence by Matthews.
Joseph Wood Krutch, aware that Poe had been given credit for
originating the short story, tried to establish the reason that some
people

h~lve

perpetuated that claim.

He said in his 1926 study that

most of the people who acclaim Poe are
thoee who have taken a childish delight in his ingenious
melodrama and have bee n patriotically eager to advance
him as an American claimant to international literary
honc,rs ••••L!hese peopl~ have pretended that he vlOuld
have liked to claim credit for the mechanical formula of
the contemporary short story.38
Perhaps someone could profit from writing a paper on the influence of
nationalism on the legend that Poe originated the short story form.
He hewe already observed that Poe recognized Hawthorne as having written short narratives in the manner he believed to be best.

He would

probably be embarrassed, and certainly surprised, to find that later
Americans had given him credit for creating a type of literature which
he realiz,sd one of his contemporaries had also written.
Fred Pattee wrote, in a 1927 essay, 1I0nly one fundamental rule for
the short story is actually imperative: it must be short.

All the rest--

37 Kcltharine Fullerton Gerould, liThe American Short Story, II Yale
Review, XIII (July, 1924), p. 663.
38 Joseph v.Jood Krutch. Edgar Allan Poe: A Study in Genius (rrew
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1926), p. 196.

- 20 unity, m::>mt:;ntum, immediateness, and the like--are simply the inevitable
accompaniments of shortness .,,39

This statement is clearly a depa rture

from t.he Poe-Matthews theory.
Pattee continues his essay by attempting to explain the development of the short story in America.
not been a gradual evolution.

He says that this development has

He does not, however, go to the other

extreme by saying that one man suddenly invented the form.

He says the

development of the short story in America
has been a haphazard result of unique American conditions.
It bliS resulted from international copyright conditions
and from the attendant multiplication of magazines; i t
has rome out of the peculiar conditions of the puritanical
contempt for fiction, of the rough conditions of the
frontier with its unique materials for narrative, and of
the American headlong temperament that writes in short
dashes more characteristically than in long-drawn-out
narratives patiently evolved.LO
PattE3e 1 s dis cuss ion of the American tenp erament is possibly a unique
e:xplanati.on of the genesis of the American short story.

At least it

does not incorporate the criteria of short stories which Kattbews
demanded in his analysis of the form.
Clayton Hamilton, differing from those critics who claim that the
short story may have had a sudden birth, admitted in 1928 that the
"short-story" has always existed.

He cited tales in 'rhe Eible which

may properly be called short stories.

He made this additional comment,

however:
But the critical cons ciousness of the short-story as a
species of ficti:m distinct in purpose and method from
the novel dates only from the nineteenth century. It was

39 Fred Lewis Pattee, 1!The True Status of the American Short
Story," Essays, Formal and Informal (Collected and Edited by Frank
Ii. Scott; and Jacob Zeitlin) (1\Jew York: Henry Holt and Company, 1927), p. 414.
40 I~., pp. 414-415.

- 21 Edgar Allan Poe who first designated and realized the
short-story as a distinct form of literary art.4l
Hamilton's reference to "critical consciousness" may indicate that he
was influenced by Bliss Perry who, as the reader will recall, talked
aCout Poe's "cojinscious effort" to achieve a central effect in his
stories.

His use of the convert ion of the term "short-story" may indi-

cate that Hamilton's irdebtedness can be traced to Matthews, for Perry
wrote "short storylt.
LllCY Lockwood dazard wr:>te in 1930:
Al1H~ricans sometimes claim the credit of having in Poe
invemed the short story as a type. Perhaps better substantiated is the more modest claim that in Bret Harte we
local:lzed the short story, invented the type of short
story which depends on local color.42

Although Miss Hazard does not attempt to refute the claim some critics
have made for Poe, she does indicate the difficulty inherent in proving that P'Je invented the short story.

Her comment about Harte is

cons is tent with the belief advanced by many critics that all short
prose narratives may be called short stories.
The authors of American Writers, a 1931 high school text, said
that Poe "showed the w::>rld how to write both the modern short-story in
general and the detective story in particular. n43

The authors of this

book seem to have come under the influence of Matthews for two reasons:
first" because they use the convention Itshort-story"; and second, be cause
they imply that the "modern short-story" is a distinct and recently
developed form of fiction.

Their statement may mean si.mply that Poe

j~l Ba~milton, A Nanual of
;~2 :Lucy Lockwood Hazard.

the Art of Fiction, p. 174.
In Search of America (N ew York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Cc)mpany Publishers, 1930), p. 347.
J~3 Tom Peete Cross, Reed Smith, and Elmer C. Stauffer. lunerican
Writers (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1931), p. 549.

- 22 defined th3 rules of the short story (as he certainly did for one type
of short story in the Hawthorne essay), but the p hraseologyof the
s tateILent carries the implication tha t Poe showed other authors the
way to write a form of fiction which had never before been explored.
g. A. Cross supplied an answer for critics who have given Poe
credit for discovering the principle of central effect, for Cross said
in 193L that at least seven stories which had a single narrative effect
..rere "rritten in English before Hawthorne a.nd Poe began writing.

These

stories include Defoe's liThe Apparition of Mrs. Veal" (1706), Addison's
"The Vision of Mirza" (1711), Ho[g's liThe I'1ysterious Bride ll (1820),
Irving's IlRip 7an~Jinkle" (1819) and "rhe Le~;end of Sleepy Hollow"

(1819),

Scott' s tr~~andering vlillie' sTale" (182L), and Austin's "Peter Rugg, the
HiSSing T1antt (182L) .LL

It is obvious that Cross did not make a dis-

tinction between short stories and tales, as Matthews had cone.
Percy H. Boynton called attention in 1936 to the origin of the
belief that Poe invented the short story.

Boynton wrot e:

By an accident of emphasis one of the first expounders
of the short story, or Short Story, or Short-story, made
him the Aristotle of this genre and was quoted by scores
of successors who quoted the same passage or two with the
same unbalance of discrimination. But in point of the
magnitude of the man or the magnitude of his achievement,
Poe subsides to his proper level on a moment's comparison
In th such of his neglected content>oraries as Whitman or
l1elville. His technical proficiency endures the t.est, but
his substance dwindles to gauds and baubles.L5
Boyntt:Jn nep,lects to identify the man who originated the legend about
Poe, ,md he does not say what passage he may be citing.

Boynton may

lili E. A. Cross. A Book of the Short Story (New York: American Book
Company, 193L), p. 10.
L5 Pe:rcy H. Boynton. Literature and American Life (Boston: Gi!1n
and Company, 1936), P .L30.

- 23 have in mind Brander Hatthews, for we noted when we examined his philosophy of the short story that he was the first American critic after
Poe who bE!lieved the "short-story" is significantly different from
the genercll class of tales.
6~lains

At any rate, I think Boynton's allusion

the source which the early critic used when he called Poe

"the A.ristotle of this genre."

~ristotle

was noted, of course, not for

wri ting great tragedies, but for laying down the laws for tragedy in
his "Poetics 11 •

Poe is apparently not recognized as the founder of the

short story, according to Boynton, by virtue of having written the
first stories.

He has been acclaimed, by one critic, at least, as the

originator of the short story because he put forth the laws which he
thour:ht w:ri ters in the short story form should follow.

If Boynton is

referTing to a specific document, it is probably Poe's essay on
Hawthorne's Twice-Told Tales.
In reeard to this essay, the writers of the

1936 text Adventures

in American Literature mentioned that the review of the Twice-Told
Tale~)

had earned for Poe "the somewhat undeserved title,

the s h:)rt story'.
stories

.,,46

for they

h~ve

I

creator of

Hawthorne and Irving wrote the first American short

These writers do not adhere to the Hatthews philosophy,
chosen not to use a theory of the short story which

would exclude Irving from the list of its originators.
Robbins and Coleman perpetuated the Poe-Hatthews theory in

1938,

although they made some changes of terminology and interpretation.
They wrote:
In

1835 ••• Edgar Allan Poe wrote his short-stories, 'Bere-

46 H. C. Schweikert, Rewey Eelle Inglis, and John Gehlmann.
Adventures in American Literature (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1936), pp. 11-12.

- 24 nice' and 'The Assignation', in which he approximated more
closely than had ever been done before the modern conception of "Fha t constitutes a short-story. Probably Balzac
and I're"'rime'e in E'rance are Poe's clos est competitors in this
connection; indeed, it would be possible on the basis of
the fictional productions of these writers to maintain with
some degree of truth that the formula for the modern shortstory was actually developed in France. On the other hand,
a careful and unbiased study of the m'3tter would force one
to admit that to Poe should be given the credit for introducing the short-story as i t is practiced today.47
These authors do not specify what characteristics the modern short
story has which somehow make it different from earlier work, yet they
assert that Poe introduced the form.

While we still have the prob-

lem of dt3terrrrl.ning whether a new genre can suddenly appear, at least
Robtins and Coleman do not claim that Poe invented a :1ew form.
merely

s-~ate

They

that an "unbiased study" would reveal Poe's right to be

called the first writer of modern short stories; they leaVE to future
critics -::.he task of showing evidence tm t Foe deserves the designAtion.
The use of the term "short-story" indicates that the authors of this
text may have been aware of the Hatthews philosophy of the short story.
Clayton Hamilton retained as late as 1939 his acceptance of the
Poe-Hatthews theory, for he wrot e during that year th(3 same statement
of the aim of short stories that he had written in Bookman for February,
1904: "The a im of a short-story is to produce a single narrative effect
with the greatest economy of means that is consistent with the utmost
emphas is

",,4 8

Cynt.hia Ann Purrh, in a 1941 collection of short stories, implied
that Poe is the father of the modern short story.
47 Harry \volcott
TtJor!.-d Literature (New
41fHamllton, The
Company, Inc., 1939),

This is her reason-

Robtins and lJfilliam Harold Coleman. Western
York: The liacI'Qllan Company, 1938), pp. 1050-l05l.
Art of Fiction (New York: DoublE!day, Doran &
pp. 2£3-2£L.

- 2S ing:
If Hawthorne had added to his other achievements that
of p!'!rfect structure, he could truly be called thE3 father
of the modern short story.
But ano ther writer, Edgar All an Poe, was at hand t:>
prepare the beautifully constructed story. In fad Poe
made perfect structure his chief object.49

This eJq)l.gnation of the origin of the American short story may owe
incidental credit to Brander

I"~atthews,

though in Miss Pugh's analysis

perfect structure has taken the place of primary importance, whereas
unity of effect is more significant in Matthews' theory.
We find that in 1941 Arthur Hobson Quinn referred to Irving in
passing as lithe founder of the American Short Story.uSO

Quinn is another

twentieth-century critic who does not appear to hold to the }Jatthews
position.
We discover a modern statement of the hatthews philosophy when we
turn to

~:Xploring

Literary Tra Us.

In this book, a high school text

which was written in 1942, we find the statement that Poe tloriginated
the modern short story.ItSl
their

con~ent,

The writers of this text give no source for

but they do recognize a distinction between the tale and

the nmodElrn" short story.
The writers of Adventures in American Literature, a high school
text pub1_ished in its third edition in 1943, made this comment: "Poe,
along wit.h Hawthorne, was the real creator of the~erican short story.IIS2
This bril3f comment gives us 1 ittle information, but it does indicate
49 Cynthia Ann Pugh. A Book of Short Stories, rev. ed. (New York:
The MacJ1i1lan Company, 1941), p'. 22.
So Arthur Hobson Quinn. Edgar Allan Poe: A Critical Biography (New
York: D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc., 1941), p. 292.
Sl Russell A. Sharp, Jno. J. Tigert, Annette Mann, L. E. Dudley,
and 10ui:3e Abney. E..9El)ring Literary Trails (Chicago: Laidlaw Brothers,
Inc., Publishers, 19 2 , p. 747.
52 3.ewey Eelle Inglis, John Gehlmann, Nary Rives Bowman, and Norman
Foerster. Adventures in American Literature, Standard Third Edition (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1943), p. S82.

- 26 that MatthffWs possibly influenced the writers.
Miles and Pooley added a new dimension to the Poe-I1atthews theory
when they "wrote

Lit~ratur~nd

grade eleven, in

Life in America, a high school text for

1943. They wrote that Poe, by a careful construction

of prose narratives,
eame consciously and independently to create a new form of
fiction, the American short story, just as Hawthorne had
ereated the same form unconsciously by pondering over
dramatic situations. But it was Poe's definition of the
new form and his brilliant exanples of it which spread this
type of brief narrative to foreign countries and t!l the
end to the wide world . .53
Here the important factor seems to be Poe's consciousness of what he was
dOing, a factor developed by Perry early in the twentieth century and
further dElveloped by Hamilton in

1928.

James Dow McCallum carried on the Poe-I'latthews tradition as modified by }fLles and Pooley, when he wrote in

1948:

There had been ••• s hart stories before Poe's time, but
they can only be called accidents, since the short story
did not consciously exist as a literary form until Poe
defined and limited it •.54
The aspec-t of critical consciousness, whereby the short story exists
only v-Joon it has been defined, seems to have become more prevalent in
recent years than it Has in Perry's productive period.
The "writers of Dominant Types in

Brit~sh

and ]unerican Literature,

which was published in

1949, say the short story is probably the oldest

of all literary types.

They cite such influences on its development as

the medieval Gesta Romanorum., Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, Boccaccio's

.53 Dudley }:iles and Robert C. Pooley. Literature and Life in
America (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1943), p. 147.
~ James Dow McCallum. The College Omnibus, 6th edition (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1948), p. 4S1.

- 27 The

Decamer~n,

and Cervantes' Don Quixote.

The writers of this text

change the enp hasis of their historical approach, however, when they
continue:
From these precursors of the short story has evolved a
defini.te type of literature, a type really fronded by
Edgar Allan Poe ••••When Poe discarded the leisurely narrative methods of earlier writers, Washington Irving among
them, and began to construct narratives notable for unity
and cCmlpression, the modern short story was born. It
should be remembered, however, that Poe did not' invent'
the short story. His c:mtribution was the shaping and
arranging of materials and elements known and used for
centuries.55
The authors of this text thus demonstrate their belief that Poe's work
differed so greatly from Irving's tales that when Poe began writing his
stories lithe modern short story was bornll.
spirit of the

Poe-~1atthews

This stat611ent contains the

theory.

Harold T. Eaton showed that he had possibly been influenced by
Hatthews vThen he wrote in 1951: !tIt was Edgar Allan Poe who first
recognized the short story as a new literary type and set forth the
fundament:31 rules for writing it. 1I56

Since Eaton does not write the

term "short-story", as Hatthews had written it, his statement may be
based on a knowledge of Poe's essay on Hawthorne rather than on an
awarEmess of Matthews' 1885 Lippincott article.

It is quite possible,

on the other hand, that Eaton has retained the tenets of Matthews'
theory w:i.thout keeping the earlier critic's convention of writing the
term

liS hort-story"

•

The Reader's Corrpanion to \.[orld Literature, a survey which was
55vlilliam H. Davenport, Lowry C. Wimberly, and Harry Shaw.
Dominant T es in British and American Literature, vol. II (New York:
Harper &. Brothers Publishers, 19 9 ,p. 2.
56 Harold T. ~aton, ed. Short Stories (New York: American Book
Company, 1951), p. xx.

- 28 published in 1956, includes this statement: A short story is "a prose
narrative of limited length. n57
to have

bt~en

This recent definition does not seem

influenced by JvIatthews and his followers.

Robert E. Spiller noted in 1957 that lIRip Van Winkle" is "perhaps
the first short story in the modern manner ,tt5 8

Spiller's point of

view is similar to Arthur H. Quinn's, as we observed it in a quotation
from a 1941 text.

Neither of these critics seems to adhere to Matthews'

position.
W. Somerset Maugham said, in his 1959 volume Points of View, that
"soml3

pers~ms,

unacquainted with the history of literature, have

claimed t.hat the short story was an American invention.
cours e, is not so .,,59

That, of

Mau gham do es admit tha t the art of the short

story has been highly cultivated in the Un1.ted States, but he is not
willing to grant Ameri. ca credit for having invented the form.

His

position is thus a departure from that of }1atthews.
In his 1959 survey of American literature from Irving to Whitman,
Professor Henry S. C8nby referred to Poe in passing as "the originator
of the American short story.,,60

This statement is significant because

it shows that a contemporary scholar has accepted the Poe-Matthews
theory--though Canby writes "short story", not "short-story"--arrl has
even published it.

This is the most recent statement I have been able

to find 111hich adheres to the Matthews philosophy.
57 :Li11ian Herlands Hornstein, ed. The Reader's Co'tniOn to l'iorld
Literature (New York: The Dryden Press, Inc., 1956), p. 15.
58 :~obert E. Spiller. The C cle of American Literature ~New York:
The New ~erican Library of World Lit era tur e, Inc., 19 7 , p. 36.
59 'N. Somerset Haugham, liThe Short Story," Points of View (Garden
City, i'Jew York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1959), p. 172.
60 Henry Seidel Canby. Classic Americans: A Stud of Eminent American Writers from Irving t.; Whitman New York: Russell (" Russell, Inc.,
1959), p. 274.

- 29 The "writers of A Handbook to Literature, a 1960 publication,
wrote: I1A short story is a rela ti vely brief fictional narrati v€ in
prosE: .,,61 This general definition of the form does not have a'1.y of
the distinctive characteristics of the Poe-Natthews theory.
Professor Henry A. Pochmann of the University of "ciisconsin, who is
perhaps America's leading Irving scholar, ansl.J'ered J'IlY inquiry about
early sources which referred to Poe as the father of the American short
story, in a letter postIlErked January 29, 1963:
I never heard Poe referred to as IIFather of the American Short Story." 'rhat title properly belongs to liashington Irving. Even Hawthorne would antedate Poe, though
of course Poe carried the technique of the short story
far beyond anything Irving or Hawthorne had done or were
doing.
Pochrnann is willing to give Poe credit for having made improvements in
the short story form, but he does not accept the Poe-Natthews theory.
Now that we have examined the statements of many critics of the
American short story, we can readily see that some cri.tics determine
whether

.'l

piece of fiction is a short story or not solely on the basis

of its length.

Many other critics, however, believe the short story

is a special form of fiction, different from the tale, a farm whose
rulefl were established by EdGar Allan Poe, and whose theory was further announced and expanded by Professor Brander Hattbews.

The prin-

ciples found in this latter school of criticism are so specific that
we are justified in calling the group of principles the Poe-i-1atthews
theory of the development of the American short story.

61 William Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard. A Handbook to Literature (New York: The Odyssey Press, Inc., 1960), p. 458.
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